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FEELING AND EMOTION 

 

Assessment 

1. Showing the types of feeling and emotion 

The teacher gives an example of feeling and emotion by doing a combination 

of facial and body gestures. Ask student to follow the movement and mention 

the name of the gesture that has been done. Activities can be assessed through 

observation of students' actions by imitating what the teacher has exemplified 

and practicing it or simply using total physical response. 

2. Label the feeling and emotion 

Prepare the printable feeling and emotion flashcard.  Show the flashcard then 

ask student to label it. Before labeling activity, give student clues or 

something related to the flashcard. Take example a feelings word “sad”. The 

possible clue might be given are “I’m not happy”, “You’re not given a 

candy”, “You are not loaned toys, etc. The assessment of this activity is 

looking at students' answers to some of the clues given; check whether 

students answer correct or incorrect. 

3. Express the feeling and emotion 

Work together with a chair mate to express the feelings and emotions that 

have been learned. Each pair will exchange questions and answer the 

question freely but with appropriate expressions. The assessment of this 

activity is in the form of observing the expressions given by students.  Check 

whether the expression corresponds to the question or not. 

4. Play "Face Draw". 

Classify students to groups of two and provide each group with a blank sheet 

of paper. Make a circle on the paper for each pair. Then make them draw 

various feelings on their faces for their partners to guess. In the rest of the 

activity, invite several students to show their pictures and explain what the 

feeling terms are (or get the others to guess).  The assessment of this activity 

is group cooperation and students' courage when reporting their work in front 

of the class.  

5. Match feeling and emotion to the situation 

With the flashcards of weather still on the board, ask the class how you feel 

when it’s rainy (e.g. ask "Do you feel angry when it’s rainy?" and do an 

angry face – hopefully everyone will respond "Yes! Angry"). Stick an angry 

face flashcard under the rainy flashcard. Ask other students whether the 



answer is correct or not.  The assessment of this activity is an assessment of 

student activity when responding to questions given by the teacher  

6. Sing the feeling song 

Play the song through once and have everyone look at the video on the screen 

and do the actions. Next, sing along by changing the word vocab and 

encouraging everyone to sing as they do the actions. The assessment of this 

activity is to check the suitability of the movement with the lyrics when 

singing a song. 

 

 

Note:  

Not all activities are considered as assessments, but some activities are carried out to 

see the extent to which students can follow and respond to the material taught 

through observation. 


